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This red-on-blue Hidden Pictures® puzzle collection comes with a seek-and-find plastic lens, made of sturdy paper and
shaped like a magnifying glass, to reveal hidden objects within 55+ disguised scenes. The easy-to-use and simple to
store lens adds more challenge and play-value to everyone's favorite search-and-find puzzle. This Hidden Pictures®
puzzle-novelty book features an easy-to-store magic lens made of sturdy paper and plastic to locate over 500 hidden
objects and discover amazing scenes. Every red-on-blue puzzle is a mystery until the lens reveals the curiosities
underneath, such as jet-skiing starfish, a robot workshop, and astronauts in a faraway galaxy. Children ages 6-9 can
become Hidden Pictures® detectives by using the clues to help locate the hidden objects and uncovering new surprises
every time. Winner, Family Choice Award ?Winner, Mom's Choice Award, Gold Winner, Parents' Choice Fun Stuff
Merupakan sebuah novel yang mengisahkan tentang perjuangan, idealisme dan cinta 3 segi. Kisah yang pada asasnya
mencerminkan ketulusan cinta suci tidak dapat dipisahkan.
I really applaud your efforts. It's really difficult to do a book like that.- WAZIRThanks again for your immense work, my
family and I are indeed extremely grateful.- AZLANYour effort in writing about the early Muslim doctors is very
commendable and would be good for present and future generations to read about.- TAHIRYou are doing valuable work
by filling in the gaps in our history. Iwish more of our retirees would impart their memories to repositoriesof knowledge
such as the USM.- TAWFIK
Self-actualization (Psychology).
Treat yourself to FULL BLAST by Janet Evanovich and Charlotte Hughes. Praise for the FULL series: 'A fine romance
with plenty of kisses' Mirror; 'A wild mix of intrigue, sex and pyrotechnics' The Times Dating can be murder... Jamie Swift
is facing the story of a lifetime that could make or break her. Someone from her newspaper's Lonely Heart's column has
murdered a local woman. To find the killer, and save her newspaper, Jamie will have to call in mega-handsome
millionaire genius Max Holt, who right now is still frustratingly far from becoming anything more than just her business
partner. But the real problem isn't that Jamie wants to get closer to Max, it's that the killer wants to get closer to Jamie.
This collection contains the reviewed papers selected after the results of the Postgraduate Symposium on Industrial Science and
Technology 2019 (SISTEC 2019, 22- 23 August 2019, Malaysia) and presents readers with recent engineering achievements in
the area of materials and technologies. This collection will be useful and interesting for many engineers and specialists.
In this book: Donna Dickenson - Winner of the International Spinoza Lens Award Should we do what ever science lets us
do?Bioethics: All That Matters, new developments in biotechnology like genetics, stem cell research and artificial reproduction
arouse both our greatest hopes and our greatest fears. Many people invest the new biotechnology with all the aspirations and faith
once accorded to religious salvation. But does everyone benefit equally from scientific progress? Commercialised modern
biomedicine runs the risk of exploiting vulnerable groups, from Indian 'surrogate' mothers to professional guinea pigs in drug
research. Professor Dickenson argues that although we've entered new scientific territory, there's no need to jettison our existing
moral sense. By discussing a range of real-life cases, she equips readers to make up their own minds on these important and
controversial questions. Good science and good ethics needn't be contradictory. This accessible and concise book will appeal to
both students and general readers, giving a fascinating introduction to a wide range of perspectives on Bioethics. All That Matters
books: All books in the All That Matters series are written by world experts in their subject field. These experts work to distil a topic
and get right to its heart, making the book accessible for both students and general readers. Each compelling book contains new
and interesting perspectives and tells stories that matter. The Author: All That Matters - Interesting introductions to important
issues Books on the following subjects are available from the All That Matters series: Muhammad, God, Water, Political
Philosophy, Sustainability, Philosophy, Intelligence, Love, Russian Revolution, War, and Creativity.To find out more visit:
www.allthatmattersbooks.com
When Newt Newman's football-star brother, Chris, is knocked into a coma during the biggest game of the season, Newt's two best
friends keep his mind off of the accident by helping him create the ultimate Halloween costume: Captain Nobody. Newt feels
strong and confident in his new getup, so he keeps wearing it after Halloween is over. Soon Newt assumes the role of a hero in a
string of exploits that include foiling a robbery and saving a planeload of passengers. But will Captain Nobody be able to save the
one person he cares about most?
Geronimo Stilton's ancient ancestor Geronimo Stiltonoot is back in another prehistoric adventure! A visiting rodent has arrived in
Old Mouse City with astounding news. On his recent journey to a cold, distant land, he spotted a mountain . . . moving! Holey
cheese! Geronimo Stiltonoot is determined to travel to the ice and snow himself to find out what lies behind this mystery. It's a furraising expedition!
There’s never been a better time, or a more urgent time, to start doing the things you want to do. Perhaps you feel your career is
stuck in a rut – or maybe you’re in the wrong job altogether. Or maybe you have a great business idea but something is stopping
you from actually getting started. You may already be running a business but struggling to get to it to where you want it to be. Or
perhaps you just want to be more successful in general – without knowing exactly what your vision of success is - yet! If you want
to do something but secretly fear you’re never going to do it, whatever that might be, then this will help you. Stop Talking, Start
Doing is a short, clear and cleverly illustrated book that will inspire you to take action. Whatever you want to achieve, this is the
kick in the pants you need to get to where you truly want to be. It’s great that you know you can do more, but just thinking about it,
won’t make it happen. It’s doing that makes the difference. DO IT. If you’ve got something you want to do... now is a good time
to start.

Oh man! I’m finished!? I accidently did something at school! And ‘Bob’ is REALLY angry with me. You don’t know who
Bob is! He’s the worst thug in school… no, wait. Make that in the whole world! Ustaz said, a Muslim’s weapon is DU’A.
That’s why I must fight Bob using du’a. (I’m not going to survive a fist fight against him, NO WAY). The PROBLEM is, I
only memorise the du’a before meals. Oh man! WHAT SHOULD I DO?
50 pages of grammar practice on topics such as: capitalization, punctuation, subject-verb agreement, contractions, and
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lots more.
When Roberta, Peter and Phyllis's father is taken away and they move to a tiny cottage in the countryside, the only
advantage is the nearby railway. Join them on their adventures as they befriend all those who work with the trains,
prevent a railway disaster and try to discover the truth behind their father's disappearance. The Railway Children, a muchloved children's classic, was first published in 1906 and has never been out of print.
Lisa adalah gadis biasa. Tiada istimewa pada dirinya. Dia hanya punya angan-angan dan doa. Dia mahu jadi cinderella
yang sentiasa punya pari-pari membantunya tatkala dia berada dalam kesusahan. Namun, Lisa tahu itu mustahil. Kuasa
tuhan mengatasi segala keajaiban di muka bumi. Tuhan mendengar doa Lisa. Berkat kejujurannya tatkala bekerja
sambilan, dia diberi ganjaran menyambung pengajian di Kolej Universiti Malaysia. Di sana sgala-galanya bermula. Hidup
Lisa diduga. Dia dihambat dan dibuli seorang jejaka yang dipanggil 'anak raksasa'! Mengapa Farid dipanggil anak
raksasa? Mengapa pula Farid menggelar Lisa sebagai 'nenek kebayan'? Itulah terjadi apabila gadis yang biasa-biasa
sahaja bertemu dengan jejaka luar biasa! Ikutilah cerita menarik ini!
As web-enabled mobile technologies become increasingly integrated into formal learning environments, the fields of
education and ICT (information and communication technology) are merging to create a new kind of classroom:
CrossActionSpaces. Grounding its exploration of these co-located communication spaces in global empirical research,
Digital Didactical Designs facilitates the development of teachers into collaborative designers and evaluators of
technology-driven teaching and learning experiences—learning through reflective making. The Digital Didactical Design
model promotes deep learning expeditions with a framework that encourages teachers and researchers to study, explore,
and analyze the applied designs-in-practice. The book presents critical views of contemporary education, theories of
socio-technical systems and behavior patterns, and concludes with a look into the conceptual and practical prototypes
that might emerge in schools and universities in the near future.
Wanna see if we have the age you are looking for on any of our birthday books? Just search the words level up designs + the age
you are looking for + birthday, for example: level up designs 18th birthday. This book is the perfect birthday gift! It's fun, unique
and sure to put a smile on their face. Great for a friend, loved one, or acquaintance, it will remind them of that special birthday for
years to come. This book which can be used as a journal, diary, or notebook features: 105 lined pages SPACIOUS lines for plenty
of room to write. QUALITY paper A book size of 8 1/2" x 11" which means more COMFORTABLE writing. A cover design that is
PERFECT for your special someone! Click on our name above or search Level Up Designs books and check out some of our
other fun birthday books!
From Oxford University Press, renowned for quality educational and reference works, come The Oxford Essential Dictionary - the
easy-to-use dictionary for everyone. With clear definitions, helpful lists and charts, lively word histories and illustrations, and much
more, this excellent reference belongs on every bookshelf - for school, work, or everyday use. With its compact size this dictionary
is a must-have for reader on the go.
After reading Joyce Kilmer's poetry, farm boy Richard Knight begins a correspondance with the soldier-poet about his own writing,
even as he worries about the war in Europe and the way people treat his German American neighbor, Hannah.
The 2011 edition of Education at a Glance enables countries to see themselves in the light of other countries’ performance. It
provides a broad array of comparable indicators on education systems and represents the consensus of professional thinking on
how to measure education internationally.
This book is the first monograph to systematically introduce readers to technology and vocational education and training in ASEAN
countries. It details the current state of development and key development trends regarding technology and vocational education
and training in the ten ASEAN countries. For each ASEAN country, the book addresses the history, status quo, characteristics,
reform and development trends in technology and vocational education and training. The content mainly focuses on technology
and vocational education and training systems, vocational qualification frameworks, technology and vocational education and
training related personnel, etc. All the latest data presented here is drawn from the newest official website and research reports,
accurately reflecting the development status of ASEAN countries and helping us make better forecasts regarding its future. This
book offers a valuable reference guide for academic research in technology and vocational education and training. It can also be
used as a textbook for postgraduate courses in technology and vocational education and training, as well as training material for
various vocational education teachers and managers.
Explores the role of almanacs in early American culture.
A charming collection of quirky insights into Japanese culture. The Magic of Japan is writer Hector Garcia's intensely personal
account of his fifteen years in Japan. A self-professed "otaku" or Japanese anime geek since childhood, Garcia has worked for a
Japanese software company, mastered the language, and become one of Japan's most popular bloggers. This book is the
culmination of his experiences and showcases Garcia's unique ability to delve beneath the surface of Japanese culture to describe
its quirky and deep spiritual underpinnings. This collection of essays and beautiful photographs will appeal to his worldwide fan
base—including those who devoured his previous bestsellers, A Geek in Japan and Ikigai: The Japanese Secret to a Long and
Happy Life—Japanophiles, armchair travelers and anyone with an interest in cultural and travel memoirs. The Magic of Japan
features Garcia's keen observations on a wide variety of cultural topics: Japanese behavioral traits, including non-verbal
communication, hansei (self-reflection), heijoshin (a calm mind) and shoshin (childlike openness) How Japan's geography and
history have shaped its culture—its natural disasters, scarce resources, centuries of isolation and its feudal past Japanese
idiosyncrasies, ranging from food traditions and absurd jobs to a love of queues The Japanese spirit, as evidenced in traditional
art, manga and attitudes to women Shintoism and Buddhism, looking at temples, festivals, rituals and how religious beliefs
pervade popular culture, as seen for example in Studio Ghibli's movie Spirited Away Japan's dark side, including crime, the
yakuza, adultery, bullying and suicide The book ends with a gloriously random selection of all things Garcia considers especially
magical about Japan—from izakaya to shiitake mushrooms, summer fireworks and green tea!
What is faith, except hope in desperation? All Putera Mikal wants is to gain the Amok Strength, the supernatural power granted by
Kudus to the Mahan royal family. No matter how religiously Mikal keeps his vows, Kudus still denies him the Strength—whilst his
father, Sultan Simson, flaunts the Strength despite his blatant defiance of the Temple and the priests’ visions of coming doom.
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Then the prophecies come true. Taken captive, Mikal must find a way to liberate his people and restore his throne in Maha—and
the key to this is the Amok Strength. But what does it take to gain Kudus’ favour?
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